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John Pack, Art Collector Extraordinaire:
Six weeks into the Adel Verpflichtet/Hoity Toity tournament and two players,
Jacob Griffith and Lexi Shea, have already claimed semi-finalist status. With a
single exception since 2017, 18 points has always been enough (with a few
17's advancing every year). That's even more impressive when one realizes
that Lexi still has a game to go!
The Speedy Gonzalez Awards this year go to: Ken Gutermuth, Jacob Griffith,
and Max Jamelli -- who have finished all of their games. Just as impressive,
but more disturbing, is the one player who hasn't yet finished a game -- who
shall remain nameless.
Haakon Monsen and Sharee Pack have perfect records (but they're only 2-0

1

and 1-0 respectively). We'll see if they can keep them or if they're stolen
away....
You can see the current status
at: http://www.gameaholics.com/adv_tournament.htm
I will be monitoring the games of those players who've finished just 0-1 games
more carefully from this point forward to ensure timely completion of the
event. As games finish, it becomes harder but more important to check into
SpielByWeb every day. Thank you for you diligence!
John, may your collecting, police work, and banditry* go well!
John
* Except in games and turns when I'm exhibiting! :-)
P.S. I've automated my mailing lists using MailChimp. I hope you like
it. Feedback is welcome.
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